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Abstract
Preferential trade agreements (PTAs) limit member-states’ trade policy discretion;
consequently policy uncertainty is mitigated and the volatility of trade diminishes.
While previous studies of the political determinants and consequences of PTA accession
have focused on income distribution, we examine the effects of reduced uncertainty over
government trade policy. Reductions in policy uncertainty stemming from accession to
a PTA improve the resource allocation decisions of the voters and reduce deadweight
losses from the need to self-insure against policy uncertainty. The resultant increase in
efficiency is predicted to improve an incumbent government’s - particularly a democratic
government’s - chance of surviving in office. We test this prediction using survival analysis, adjusting for potential selection biases using propensity score matching. We find
robust support for the proposition that governments that sign PTAs survive longer in
office than observationally similar governments that do not sign. And we find suggestive
evidence that this effect is stronger in democracies than in autocracies.
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Preferential trade agreements (PTAs) have become ubiquitous in the international arena.
Almost all countries of the world have joined at least one PTA, and more than 185 agreements
are listed by the World Trade Organization (WTO) as currently in force. These agreements
vary in scope, depth and membership. They all however, codify and clarify the permitted
policy choices by member states. As such, they reduce the volatility of trade policy and limit
the trade-policy uncertainty experienced by domestic actors.
The effect of international trading arrangements on policy uncertainty helps to shape a
government’s decision of whether or not to sign a PTA. Signing a PTA serves to commit
a government to adopting a known set of policies and known and transparent mechanisms
for changing trade policy within the limits of the trade agreement. While committing to
binding tariff levels may have important income distributional consequences at the domestic
level, we focus on the political repercussions of this informational role of PTAs. Trade agreements are commonly understood to clearly define the upper bounds on binding tariff rates.
Agreements also require the trade policy-making process to be transparent and credible. As
a result of a PTA, a country’s trade regime is simplified and policy-uncertainty is reduced.
When policymaking becomes less opaque and policy is more predictable, domestic economic
agents make better and more efficient investment and resource allocation decisions. Reduced
uncertainty improves economic performance, strengthening the sitting government’s hold on
office.
The potential advantages conveyed by signing a PTA vary with a country’s regime type.
Reduced policy uncertainty benefits incumbent governments to the extent that it raises
citizen welfare and thus boosts their probability of remaining in office. The benefits of
a PTA are thus highest when government survival depends most heavily on broad citizen
approval. The effect of signing a PTA is accentuated by the degree to which the leadership
is accountable to the electorate - the degree of democracy.
We present a formal model of the interaction between a leader and her polity. The
leader is motivated by a desire for survival in office and trades off the electoral gains from
2

reduced policy volatility with losses in special interest contributions associated with more
transparency. In such a situation, the number of PTAs signed by a state rises in the degree
of electoral accountability and that this effect is conditional on country regime-type. These
findings are then substantiated with empirical tests which establish that (1) the duration of
leadership survival increases in PTA formation and (2) that this effect is conditional on the
level of democracy.

1

PTA Formation

PTAs are agreements by states to limit their trade barriers to levels below some agreed
“bound” rates, across a number of sectors and industries. Traditional accounts of PTA formation have relied on income distributional arguments, either within or across countries.
PTAs, it has been argued, tie the hands of policy-makers with ex post incentives to protect
special interests, or they specify focal points in multiple equilibria scenarios supported by
repeated play.1 While international political determinants have been extensively studied2 .
Our emphasis here is on the domestic political determinants of PTA formation, particularly
on the role of a country’s regime-type in shaping its incentives to enter a PTA. Scholars
have borrowed from the democratic peace literature, arguing that democracies fight fewer
trade wars with each other and are more cooperative on trade issues generally. Regime
1

Economic explanations starting with Johnson (1953) rely on the notion that unilateral “beggar-thyneighbor” policies result in a reduction in world and societal welfare; Bagwell and Staiger (1999) show that
tariff bindings restrict the shifting of rents across borders, and eliminate the terms-of-trade motivation for
protection. PTAs increase the size of the domestic market, allowing local firms to achieve economies of scale,
and when it comes to trading relations with other groups of states and regions, the increased market power
increases a state’s negotiating power at the international level (Krugman, 1993). Economic arguments for
PTA formation have also been used at the domestic level: trade barriers protect the incomes of certain
sectors or domestic factors of production, but create a social externality in that they impose costs on other
sectors and factors; trade agreements are said to be binding commitments not to favor special interests at
the cost of broader societal welfare (Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare 1998, Dixit and Londregan 1995 ).
2
PTAs form in reaction to each other (Fernandez and Portes 1998), or the hegemonic power of the United
States (Krugman 1993, Bhagwati 2008). They form in the response to the lack of progress at the WTO in
achieving further gains from multilateral trade liberalization (Bhagwati 2008), or they form among alliances
for security purposes (Gowa and Mansfield 1993), or for encouraging changes in policies that are linked to
trade, such as human rights (Hafner-Burton, 2005), or they are formed in order to increase FDI flows (Tobin
and Busch, 2010).
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type explains the willingness to sign PTAs (Mansfield, Milner and Rosendorff, 2000, Pahre
2008) and the observed heterogeneity in PTA structure and institutional design (Pevehouse
et al., 2002). Explanations for the democratic tendency to sign PTAs have relied on claims
about domestic institutional structure. Mansfield, Milner and Rosendorff (2002) for instance
suggest that domestic ratification by a protectionist legislature results in more significant
bilateral liberalization than occurs in states without a domestic ratification requirement. Milner and Rosendorff (1997) argue that divided government makes international the signing
of trade agreements less frequent, but those agreements that are signed bring about greater
liberalization than would be the case under unified government. These studies highlight the
important role of domestic political and institutional determinants in developing a coherent
understanding of PTA formation. In what follows, we contribute to this understanding by
changing the angle in which PTAs are viewed, focussing on the effects of PTAs on reducing
policy uncertainty. Combing this feature of PTAs with variations in domestic political institutions leads to insights as to some of the important determinants of leadership survival.
Moreover we contribute to filling the gap as to exactly how domestic institutions might affect
PTA signing.3

2

Information

The role of international institutions in generating information, providing focal points, and
otherwise facilitating coordination in an uncertain, anarchic international environment has
frequently been cited by international relations scholars. Keohane (1984), for example, suggests that international organizations (IOs) are designed explicitly to promote “orderly patterns of behavior among members”.
PTAs generate information along two dimensions. The first is to clearly specify the upper
3

We do not claim that these informational effects of PTA signing on leader survival is a “generalization"
or necessarily a more compelling argument for PTA formation; instead we simply posit that this particular
informational mechanism has independent theoretical implications and empirical effects.
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bounds on permissible tariffs, the instruments that are available, the rules and procedures
for changing those bounds, reducing the variability of trade policy. The second dimension is
that of “fire alarm” - if a state violates its obligations, the other signatory states, or the PTA
institution itself may alert the violating state and its public that a violation has been alleged,
or in the case of a finding by a dispute settlement mechanism, found to have occurred. This
information affects expectations about the level of the tariff that will be implemented 4 Both
dimensions act to reduce the uncertainty faced by the voters over policymaker behavior: The
first dimension affects the second moment of the uncertainty - the variability of the trade
policy. The second dimension improves voter’s beliefs over the first moment - the average of
the distribution of expected tariff levels.
Mansfield et al. (2002) investigate this second dimension of information generated by
PTAs, and show that it helps the executive solve an informational problem with respect to
the domestic electorate. A PTA provides information that permits voters to discriminate
between the causes of poor economic conditions. The absence of an alarm suggests that low
incomes on election day are more likely to be the result of bad aggregate economic conditions
(for with the executive is not, or is less responsible). When an alarm is sounded, the empty
pocketbooks of the voters are more likely to be the result of poor policy choices such as high
tariffs. Those governments more accountable to the will of the electorate will want to be able
to convince their voters that they haven’t been incompetent or extractive, and are therefore
more likely to sign PTAs, which offer credible fire alarms. A PTA offers the opportunity for
the policymaker to credibly commit to a tariff level, and that democracies are more likely to
demand such opportunities for credible commitment. Mansfield et al (2002) provide evidence
that this is indeed the case - democracies sign more PTAs.
Here we focus on the other informational dimension of PTAs. A rules-based system de4

Reporting on the behavior of signatories is often a central function of many commercial agreements. The
European Union (EU) issues public summaries of the extent to which countries are adopting and implementing its directives. The North American Free Trade Agreement’s (NAFTA’s) dispute settlement mechanism
serves a similar purpose; countries can be publicly accused of violating their international commitments and
forced to undergo a long, open process of defending their behavior.
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fines the upper bounds on tariffs, and specifies transparent and specific rules and procedures
for changing both bound and applied tariff rates. Both of these features of PTAs contribute
to reducing the uncertainty associated with trade-policy making, uncertainty that is often
enhanced by time-varying political pressures for protection. A PTA offers the opportunity
for the policymaker to credibly commit, not to the level of the trade barrier, but to limits
over the variability of trade policy. We argue theoretically that the reduced trade-policy
uncertainty has electoral benefits that are enhanced in democracies; and then we establish
empirically that accession to a PTA does in fact enhance leadership survival.
It is worth noting that we focus on the informational effect of PTA formation, rather
than the more traditional emphasis on the distributional consequences of PTAs. We do
not dispute that PTAs have distributional consequences - and that these consequences have
political implications. The precise nature of the distributional effects of PTA formation will
depend on the rules of the PTA, factor prices in each member country, and the mobility of
the factors of production across sectors of the economy. But, regardless of the distributional
consequences of PTA formation, any given PTA will serve to reduce policy uncertainty, and
this will have political effects.5

2.1

Policy Uncertainty and PTAs

A reduction in trade-policy uncertainty increases the volume of trade, and generates gains
to voters through the expansion of tradable sectors and the increase in demand for abundant
factors in the economy. Mansfield and Reinhardt (2008) argue comprehensively that PTA
membership reduces trade policy-uncertainty: they constrain member states from introducing new trade barriers, they foster policy transparency and convergence in expectations,
standards, and policy instruments; and they shift the structure of markets in ways that
promote greater stability in commercial transactions over time.
5

Kono (2006)identifies another informational effect of PTAs. Since PTAs induce more transparency in
tariff levels, states, particularly democracies, are prone to replace tariffs with less transparent, non-tariff
barriers.
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For example, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) countries focussed specifically on simplification and transparency in its 2001 Principles on Trade Facilitation:
“Simplification, Practicability and Efficiency: Rules and procedures relating
to trade should be simplified to ensure that they are no more burdensome or
restrictive than necessary...
Consistency and Predictability: Rules and procedures relating to trade should
be applied in a consistent, predictable and uniform manner with integrity so as
to minimize uncertainty to the trade and trade related parties. ...”
The conclusion we draw is that an executive that has committed to a PTA has enhanced
the degree of transparency over trade policy. These institutions clarify obligations, resolve
disputes, coordinate policy changes, all of which reduce the public’s uncertainty over trade
policy
PTAs also reduce trading partners’ ability to manipulate their trade regimes. They
therefore reduce the degree of uncertainty faced by exporters, and exporter well-being matters
for domestic political support. Mansfield and Reinhardt (2008) offer a number of examples:
“Australia’s trade minister acknowledged in 2001 that a chief motivation for
establishing the US-Australian FTA was to create an “insurance policy” that
limited the possibility of increases in US trade barriers. Facing a proliferation
of unfair trade actions initiated by the United States, Canada had a similar
objective in forming its free trade agreement with the United States. Chile’s
agreement with Mercosur was also designed to secure its existing level of market
access in the Southern Cone. Likewise, a central reason for China’s desire to join
the WTO was to guarantee access to the US market; heretofore, the extent of this
access had been subject to annual and highly politicized congressional reviews.
States thus view trade institutions as devices to secure their existing access to
their partners’ markets, even if additional access is not forthcoming" Page 627.
7

PTAs also coordinate member policies, reducing private sector uncertainty over policy
outcomes thereby improving investment and consumption decisions and reducing the need to
self-insure. For instance, the roots of the EU lie in the European Coal and Steel Community,
which helped to alleviate the dangers of a potential ‘holdup’ problem between the coal
and steel industries in Germany and France. Absent such an agreement, the threat of the
holdup problem would have led steel manufacturers in France to underinvest.6 A BrazilianArgentinian automotive trade pact that was incorporated into Mercosur during the 1990s
introduced policy predictability while maintaining highly managed trade. Between 1994 and
2000, imports from one partner to the other were duty free, so long as the importer would
export goods of equal value (to any destination). Though it hardly created a liberal tariff
regime, the reduction in policy uncertainty as a result of this policy was at least partially
responsible for a large increase in the automotive trade between the two countries during
that period (MERCOSUR: Objectives and Achievements, 1997).
Enhanced transparency and policy convergence reduce uncertainty over trade policy.
PTAs generate information that is relevant and important for domestic political constituencies - for importers and exporters, for producers and consumers.
The World Trade Organization (WTO) undoubtedly has many of these characteristics
and is likely to have similar effects of reducing uncertainty over trade policy. A PTA is
expected to reduce policy-variability over and above the effects of the WTO. The lower trade
barriers required of PTAs under the “substantially all trade” requirement - that requires any
preferential agreement to eliminate substantially all trade barriers in order to be consistent
with WTO rules - adds another layer of uncertainty reduction. Moreover, many PTAs cover
sectors that are not covered under the WTO agreements, reducing trade policy uncertainty
in those instances.
6

According to Milward (1992), the creation of the ECSC involved an implicit compromise regarding the
export of German coal. Prior to the formation of the ECSC, occupied Germany was required to export
coal to the European market under the auspices of the Ruhr Authority. The creation of the ECSC allowed
for the Ruhr Authority to be phased out of operation while ensuring that German coal exports continued reassuring steel producers elsewhere in Europe, especially in France.
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2.2

Reduced Uncertainty Has Welfare and Political Effects

Reduced uncertainty in trade policy has important welfare-enhancing, and hence political
consequences. Most importantly, PTAs are rules-based institutions, and significantly reduce
the uncertainty over rates of protection. As such, they allow private sector agents to better
forecast future policy. This reduced uncertainty increases efficiency by reducing the need to
self-insure against policy risk.
Domestic agents value the enhanced transparency generated by PTAs.7 Van Wijnbergen
(1992) shows that trade policy uncertainty distorts private investment and saving decisions
that reduce economic efficiency. Abbott (2000) argues in the context of the NAFTA that
trade agreements, at least those with “hard law,” are adopted to reduce risk premia for
private traders and investors.
Despite the Pareto improvements brought about by a reduction in uncertainty, governments cannot credibly commit to a stable long-term trade policy absent some form of PTA.
As Downs and Rocke (1995) and Rosendorff (2005) note, there is stochastic variation in
the demands placed on government for trade restrictions. Interest groups, when faced with
stochastic shocks, lobby the government for trade protections to alleviate poor market outcomes. Absent a PTA, the government may be inclined to cater to these interests if the
value of their contributions outweighs the political costs to reducing trade. The tendency of
both home and foreign governments to cater to such interest groups increases the volatility
in trade policies faced by importers and exporters and reduces their ability to predict future
prices. A PTA, however, reduces this uncertainty, as it (1) commits member governments
7
Policy uncertainty in general generates significant deadweight losses to the economy. Rodrik (1991)
shows that uncertainty regarding the policy environment can act as a “hefty” tax on investment especially in
developing economies, and has significant consequences for growth. Aizenmen and Marion (1993) show that
policy uncertainty and growth are correlated. Feng (2001) shows that policy uncertainty adversely effects
private investment in developing economies. Leblang and Satyanath (2006) find that divided government and
government turnover - factors associated with political risk - increase the likelihood of currency crises. Broz
(2002) notes that opaque political systems reduce the ability of private agents to forecast policies. For much
the same reason we argue governments adopt a PTA, he suggests states adopt pegged currencies. Indeed,
the informational benefits associated with the formation of a PTA are very much akin to those stemming
from a fixed currency, which some studies (Chowdhury, 1993) suggest can be quite substantial.
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to clear policy targets, and (2) enforces these targets with policy sanctions. While some
uncertainty over trade policy remains, the level of uncertainty is much reduced.
More stable domestic prices enhance economic cooperation, and present opportunities
for enhanced commercial interaction, and increase the available gains to be had from more
predictable trade. Enhanced stability reduces the costs to workers of unexpected unemployment and uncertain wages. Producers in the tradables sectors prefer predictability (Frieden,
2002) and firms are better able to make investment and other allocation decisions in an
environment of less uncertainty.
Workers and firms are subject to less uncertainty, and social welfare is enhanced by
joining a PTA. Ceteris paribus, we expect this to be translated into political support for
leaders that accede to these international institutions. This enhanced political support will,
in democracies at least, be translated into higher rates of political survival for those executives that sign PTAs. In the next section we build a theoretical model that links reduced
trade-policy uncertainty with leadership survival. We then subject the claim that PTAs
increase the probability of government survival - and that this effect is particularly large in
democracies - to empirical testing.
The salutary effect of reduced uncertainty may be offset - for a subset of workers and
firms - by the distributional consequences of the PTA. Depending on the precise nature of the
rules of the PTA, the factor prices in each member country, and the inter-sectoral mobility
of the factors of production, certain workers and firms will benefit and others will be harmed
as a consequence of PTA formation. But regardless of the distributional consequences, the
formation of a PTA will reduce policy uncertainty. Since leaders are unlikely to enter into
agreements with such negative distributional consequences that their survival will be harmed,
the positive informational effect of PTA formation is expected to dominate. Our account
is thus complementary to (and not a substitute for) those that focus on the distributional
consequences of PTA formation.
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3

Model

Let t be a policy - perhaps a tariff, or a trade rule or regulation. This may be given by
the current trade regime in effect, or the rules and regulations associated with a particular
preferential trade arrangement. We can think of t as the current policy stance of the government. The state of the current policy regime t is known only imperfectly to the voters in
a manner to be made precise below.

3.1

Voters

Let there be a continuum of voters, indexed i on the unit interval [0, 1] . Each voter i chooses
a vector of actions ai , and let a denote a profile of actions for all voters. Each voter i
has a loss function ui (ai , t) = − (ai − t)2 . That is, the voters desire to match their actions
as closely as possible to match the state of the regulatory environment. For instance if a
worker/voter must choose a sector or an industry to seek employment in, or a capital owner
must choose a sector to invest in, the amount of labor/capital they provide will depend on
the expected wage/return on capital, which in turn may depend on the tariff applied to
imports in that sector. Or a firm in an industry must adapt its product to match current
rules on local content/health and safety, etc. in order to successfully sell its product in the
domestic market or in the preferential trading area.
The voter is imperfectly informed about the policy stance that will apply, t. Each voter
receives the same public signal y about the likely policy regime with y = t + η, where η
is distributed normally with mean zero and variance σ 2 . It will be useful to denote the
“precision” of the signal as α =

1
.
σ2

In expectation, therefore, the voter prefers signals that

are more precise - which maps to the idea above that individual, and hence social welfare is
enhanced by more stable, or less unpredictable trade policy.
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3.2

Executive

Social welfare is the average utility (which is the same as the total utility) of all voters.
´1
W (a, t) = C − 0 (ai − t)2 di, where C is some arbitrarily large positive real number, C  0.
´1
Since the maximal value of − 0 (ai − t)2 is zero, W takes a maximal value at C when the
voters are perfectly informed as to government policy. The government however cares about
survival in office. Assume for a moment that there is an election, and the probability of
reelecting the incumbent is rising in the social welfare. Let Pr {reelection} = P (W (a, t))
with P 0 > 0 and P 00 < 0. P (W (a, t)) is therefore a measure of the “will of the voters”. We
assume that the probability of reelection takes the exponential distribution: P (x) = 1−e−βx
for any x > 0 and some parameter β > 0.8
However, the degree to which the will of the voters determines whether or not the incumbent returns to office depends on the regime type, and in particular on the degree to
which the holder of office is bound by the interests of the electorate at large. Let ∆ ∈ [0, 1]
be a measure of the degree to which the will of the voters is in fact binding on the executive. This will be our measure of the polity’s degree of electoral accountability, with
∆ = 1 suggesting a pure democracy, where the will of the voters is perfectly reflected in
the incumbent’s probability of reelection. If instead ∆ = 0, we have a pure autocracy, and
the will of the voter is irrelevant to whether or not the incumbent survives in office. Then
Pr {survival} = ∆P (W (a, t)) + (1 − ∆) . We have a continuous measure of the degree to
which the executive is accountable to the voters’ sentiments.
While the government benefits from improving electoral prospects by agreeing to sign
a PTA, it also sacrifices the ability to manipulate trade policy in response to unforeseen
contingencies. As noted above, PTAs help to mitigate a commitment problem. Stochastic
shocks to domestic interests may - absent a trade agreement - induce greater lobbying for
changes in trade policy (hence η may be thought of as a realization of such shocks). Absent a
We also assume that 21 α−β > 0 to ensure that the second-order condition on the executive’s maximization
problem is satisfied. This effectively puts an upper bound on the precision of the signal.
8
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PTA, the government may give in to lobbyists’ pressure following such a shock (Dixit, 1996;
Downs and Rocke, 1995; Rosendorff, 2005). The inability to respond to lobbyists’ demands
entails a cost for the government, at least in terms of sacrificed contributions.
We capture the government’s choice between increasing policy stability and transparency
and catering to lobbyists in the following reduced form manner. The government is assumed
to derive benefits R from being retained in office, which occurs with probability P {survival}.
It suffers a cost from transparency − 12 α2 that is increasing and convex in α. This cost reflects
the government’s reduced ability to respond to changing interest group demands while in
office and its resultant loss of benefits from lobbying activities. The government’s utility
function is thus given by
G(a, t, α) = [∆P (W (a, t) + (1 − ∆)]R − 21 α2 .
and
ui (ai , ts ) = − (ai − t)2
with

y = t + η, η ∼ N 0, σ 2 .

3.3

PTAs and Uncertainty

Consistent with the literature discussed above, we assume that PTAs increase precision or
reduce the variance of the signal σ 2 . PTAs reduce the variance of uncertain tariff levels,
increase the transparency associated with tariff setting, and make information about applied
tariff rates easier to access, both at home and abroad. If α is the precision of the signal,
we assume that any PTA increases α. Moreover each PTA signed has a cumulative effect
on overall transparency of the signal. If n PTAs are signed, the precision of the signal is
α = α (n) with α0 > 0, α00 < 0, and α (0) > 0. We have in mind the idea that a PTA with
one state reduces uncertainty with respect to the industries and issues demarcated in the
agreement. When negotiating an agreement with a second state, additional sectors and/or
13

industries become subject to the rules-based system. The effect of the second agreement is
to at least reduce uncertainty, improve predictability and transparency to levels no worse
than applied under the first agreement alone. However the marginal effect of the second
agreement on overall transparency is likely to be less than the first alone.9
The number of PTAs signed will be the choice variable for the executive.
Note that we do not model the explicit choice the government faces over the trade policy, t.
On the one hand, it doesn’t really matter here what the policy is to the voters, as long as they
can match their behavior to the policy environment. We have, therefore, abstracted away
from the distributional consequences of trade policy - which has been studied extensively
in this context (see Mansfield et al. (2002) for instance), in order to focus on the role a
PTA plays in coordinating expectations. On the other hand, suppose, as in Mansfield et
al. (2002), there is a domestic policy shock affecting the severity with which the import
competing firms pressure the policymaker for trade relief, and this is political influence or
pressure is unobserved by the voters. Then the policymaker may (or may not) adjust the
tariff, even within the permitted parameters of any trade agreement, to accommodate these
pressures. Then t is fundamentally unknown to the voters; they still receive a noisy signal
however. What matters is the precision of that signal. In order to keep the model simple
and tractable, we set aside the game between competing groups over the trade policy itself,
and model the consequences of improved precision in the information flows over trade policy.

3.4

The Game

The voter will choose an action ai ; the executive will decide how many PTA’s to sign, n. A
Nash equilibrium to this game is a pair of strategies (ai , n) such that the executive and any
voter i is playing a best response. The government, in choosing the number of PTAs to sign
9

Of course not all PTAs are identical in their transparency enhancing effectiveness. We do not treat
them as such; we only make the assumption that more PTAs leads to more transparency. Moreover we are
agnostic as to the marginal effect of additional PTAs on transparency - the transparency-enhancing effect
of PTAs may be minimal after the 2nd, 3rd or 4th PTA. All we require is that the marginal effect is not
negative.
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is choosing an optimal level of transparency that trades off the welfare gains to the voters
(and hence enhanced survival probabilities) with the losses associated with the inability to
use opaque practices for the benefit of the themselves of their cronies.
Consider the voter’s problem. Taking n as given and hence α (δ, n) as given. The voter
receives signal y and maximizes their expected utility:
Eui (ai , t|y) = −a2i + 2ai E (t|y) − E t2 |y



The first order condition yields
ai = E (t|y) = y
The executive’s problem is to maximize EG (a, t, α) given the voter’s optimizing behavior
ai = E (t|y) = y, and the fact that the voter will receive a stochastic signal. The degree of
´1
error in the signal, η, is unknown ex ante. Now W (a, t) = C − 0 (ai − t)2 di. In equilibrium,
´1
´1
W (a, t) = C − 0 (y − t)2 di = C − 0 η 2 di = C − η 2 . Then EG (a, t, α) = ∆EP (C − η 2 ) R +
(1 − ∆) R − 21 α2 .
Notice immediately the trade-off the executive faces: higher precision will mean a higher
probability of reelection EP (C − η 2 ) since the expected value of the probability of reelection
rises in the accuracy of the signal; but more precision means more losses from the executive’s
dislike of transparency, − 12 α2 .

4

Results

We specify the Nash equilibrium to the game, and develop a number of testable implications
from the model. All proofs are in the appendix.

 

q
2
−1
−Cβ
3
Proposition 1. The Nash equilibrium is y, α
β 1 + 1 + (R∆e
)
The voters make their best guess about the policy that is in effect, using the information
provided by the public signal, and choose their actions based on that best guess. The government knows that this is will be the behavior of the voters, and chooses a level of transparency
15

(by signing the optimal number of trade agreements) that balances their survival in office
with their dislike of transparency. Note that the optimal number of PTAs will be a function
of the degree of electoral accountability, ∆, as well as the benefits of holding office R, and
the other parameters of the model, β and C.
The first two results address the the determinants of the number of PTAs that a leader,
concerned with both survival in office and the opportunities for rent creation, will choose to
sign. The number of PTAs signed optimally rises with democracy and with the value of the
rents from office-holding.
Proposition 2. The equilibrium number of PTAs, n (and the precision α) rise with democracy, ∆.
Our first main result is that the stronger is the degree to which the voters determine the
identity of officeholders (what we have called “electoral accountability"), the greater is the
need for transparency for the electorate relative to the needs of opacity for rent creation. In
order to achieve the required level of transparency or predictability, more PTAs are signed
in equilibrium.
Of course, the greater is the value to the incumbent of retaining office, the larger are the
gains from transparency relative to rent creation, and hence the more frequently are PTAs
signed - since signing enhances leadership survival for all types ∆ 6= 0.
Proposition 3. n rises with R.
Given the equilibrium behavior of the voters and the executive, we know the number of
PTAs that will be chosen; this will generate a level of transparency, and have has welfare
implications for the voters. Since the probability that the voters reelect the incumbent is a
function of their welfare, we can now specify the the expected probability of survival by the
incumbent in equilibrium. This survival probability will be a function of the key exogenous
parameter of interest, the level of democracy and the (endogenous) number of PTAs.

16

Lemma 4. The expected probability of survival in equilibrium is E [Pr {survival}] = 1 −

 12
∆e−βC 1− 12β
α(n)

This survival probability is our object of central empirical interest. In the proposition
below, we establish that in equilibrium, the executive uses the PTAs to mitigate a key
problem facing democratic leaders: eviction from office. Democracy, in the form of electoral accountability adds fundamental uncertainty to the executive’s reelection prospects.
More democracy (or less autocracy), ceteris paribus, leads to higher probabilities of eviction
from office. The effect of democracy on increasing eviction probabilities can be lessened by
heightening transparency, and hence by signing more PTAs.
Proposition 5. a.

For any level of ∆, as n rises (say due to a rise in R), Pr {survival}

rises.
b.

For any given level of n, as ∆ rises, Pr {survival} falls.
Together the parts of Proposition 5 imply that there is an interaction effect of democracy

and PTA formation on the leader’s survival probability - democracy reduces survival but
PTAs increase survival for any level of democracy. In the next section we subject the key
claims of the model - that PTAs rise with democracy, and survival rises with PTA formation
for any level of democracy - to empirical test. We find indeed that democracy increases PTA
formation; and that leaders are less likely to be evicted from office as they sign more PTAs,
and this effect is heightened by democracy.

5

Empirics

PTAs lead to less uncertainty over trade policy, which improves the investment and allocation
decisions by the voters, leading to welfare and electoral gains. Mansfield and Reinhardt
(2008) find that PTAs reduce trade volume volatility; while Francois and Martin (2004)
demonstrate that tariff bindings in the Uruguay Round reduced tariff rate volatility in the
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agricultural sector. The claim of Proposition 2, that the number of PTAs signed rises with
democracy, is consistent with Mansfield, Milner and Rosendorff (2000). Our empirical tests
below examine the implications of Proposition 5, that PTA signings are closely linked to
leadership survival, conditioned by regime type. While not a direct test of the particular
mechanism - that PTAs reduce trade policy uncertainty, boosting support for the incumbent
government - our findings are strongly supportive of the underlying theory. In order to show
that the particular mechanism we have in mind is indeed operative, we rely both on our
reduced form tests and on the evidence advanced by the existing literature.

5.1

PTA Signings and Leadership Survival

In this section, we test the hypotheses advanced in Proposition 5 - that the probability with
which government l from country c survives in office is rising in the number of PTAs signed
- and in Lemma 4 - that the effect of PTA signings is conditioned by the level of democracy
in country c. We make use of data drawn from Baccini’s database on PTA formation and
the Archigos (Goemans, 2006) database on leader survival. The unit of observation in our
dataset is the leader-year. Our specifications test whether the hazard rate faced by leader
l from country c in year t (hl,c (t)) is decreasing in the number of PTAs signed by leader
l (

∂hl,c (t)
∂nl

< 0) and whether this effect is greater in democracies than in non-democracies

∂ 2 hl,c (t)

( ∂nl ∂∆c < 0).
5.1.1

Data

Time, in our dataset, is defined following the Archigos database on leadership survival.
We measure the difference between the current date and the date in which a given leader
entered office.10 The unit of observation is the leader-year, and we observe 113 countries
(with 308 leaders) over the 1995-2004 period. The data is both left- and right-censored
10

Our data is such that we observe the precise data of leader entry and exit. All other observations are
treated as ending on December 31st of a given year.
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(Box-Steffensmeier and Jones, 2004) and we adjust for censoring in our estimates.11
Our main regressor of interest is the log of the number of PTAs signed by a given leader.
Baccini and Dür (2009) have collected the data on PTA signings for all countries between
1995 and 2008.12 . We recode this data so that the observation is the leader-year. We then
construct a count measure (PTAnumber) of the number of PTAs that go into operation
between the time a given leader takes office and year t. Our preferred measure is the
log(PTAnumber + 1). The use of the logarithm of the number of PTAs signed reflects the
theoretical claim that the effect of PTAs on policy uncertainty is subject to diminishing
marginal returns.13
Leaders in the sample vary substantially in the number of PTAs singed. The median
leader does not sign a PTA during her tenure in office. However, by 2004, President Mubarak
of Egypt, King Muhammad VI of Morocco, and President Ben Ali of Tunisia had all entered
into 48 PTAs during their respective times in office. Nineteen leader, from such diverse countries as Croatia, Mexico, and Chile, sign 30 PTAs during their tenure. Summary statistics
are presented in Table 1 below.
Our measure of democracy is taken from the Polity 4 index (2008 version). The polity
measure consists of a subjective index of the level of democracy (running from 0-10) and
autocracy (similarly running from 0-10). We make use of the cumulative democracy score
(polity2), which is defined as the democracy index score minus the autocracy index score,
and can thus assume values from -10 to 10. We also interact this value with the log number
of PTAs that come into operation under a given leader, to test the conditional nature of the
11

Only periods under observation enter into the likelihood function. Thus, if a leader enters prior to 1995,
she is only considered to be at risk from January 1, 1995 on.
12
PTA formation has been argued to have been significantly affected by the international security concerns of the Cold War period.
Baccini and Dür rely largely on three databases for
their data: the list of regional trade agreements notified to the WTO, the Tuck Trade Agreements Database and the McGill Faculty of Law Preferential Trade Agreements Database (at
http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/summary_e.xls; http://www.dartmouth.edu/~tradedb/;
and http://ptas.mcgill.ca/). The EU is treated as a single entitity in the data, and countries that join
the EU are coded as signing up for all trade agreements the EU is a member of at the time of accession.
13
The functional form of the Cox proportional hazards specification - which is equivalent to that of a
cloglog link function - will also induce diminishing marginal effects.
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Variable
PTAnumber
Polity2
GDP per capita
Openness
Growth

Table 1: Summary Statistics
Mean Standard Deviation Median
3.33
6.68
0
4.57
6.00
7.00
9540
9230
5250
79.4
49.3
70.5
2.18
5.49
1.96

Min. Max
0
48
-10.0 10.0
444 36200
14.8
462
-17.2 61.5

effect of PTA formation postulated in Lemma 4.14
Included as controls are values of real per capita GDP in purchasing power parity terms,
).
the percentage growth rate in real GDP, and the degree of economic openness ( Exports+Imports
GDP
All values are drawn from the Penn World Tables version 6.2 (Heston, Summers and Aten,
2006). A list of summary statistics is provided in Table 1.
We adopt two alternative estimation procedures. In the first, we estimate a Cox frailty
proportional hazard model, to estimate the effect of PTA formation and democracy on the
expected rate of regime failure across leaders. We find strong support for the theoretical
claims above using this approach. The specification however, is open to the criticism of
selection bias - countries/leaders that accede to PTAs may be self-selecting based on some
observable or non-observable dimensions. To deal with resultant problems of covariate balance, we adopt a second estimation procedure that pre-processes the data in order to match
signers with non-signers via propensity score matching. In both specifications, the data offers
substantial support for the theoretical claims.

5.2

Cox Frailty Model Estimates

Our first approach to investigate the effect of PTA signings on leader survival, we estimate
a Cox proportional hazards model. The semi-parametric Cox model estimates the hazard
rate of leader l as a function of a baseline hazard function h0 (t) and observed covariates:
hl,c (t) = h0 (t)eXl,c γ+l,c . The baseline hazard function is estimated non-parametrically using
14
Note that the polity2 variable name refers to the cumulative democracy score. Polity IV is the name of
the index from which this variable is drawn.
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the observed time of regime failure. The hazard function is not constrained to take on any
particular function form. Time is, therefore, effectively treated as a nuisance parameter
(Box-Steffensmeier and Jones, 2004).
In our estimates, we adjust for the shared frailty faced by regimes from a given country.
That is, we assume the survival times of regimes from the same country are correlated. As
a result, some regimes will be more prone to failure - more frail - than others. We thus
estimate a model hl,c (t) = h0 (t)eXl,c γ+θc +l,c where θc is a country-specific frailty parameter
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero. This is equivalent to estimating model
with country-specific random effects in a more standard TSCS framework (Box-Steffensmeier
and Jones, 2004).
Differences in covariate values shift the baseline hazard function up or down. Positive
coefficient values imply that an increase in a given variable is associated with an upwards
shift in the hazard function - i.e. that a leader faces a greater risk of removal as the covariate
increases. Negative coefficient values imply the reverse.15 Results from a Cox frailty model
regressing leadership survival on the log number of PTA signings are reported as Models 2
and 4 in Table 2.
The basic Cox frailty model makes no assumption about the shape of the baseline hazard
function h0 (t), but it does assume that hazard rates are proportional across units - i.e.
that changes in covariate values shift the hazard function up or down, but do not affect its
shape. We test these assumptions using Grambsch-Therneau and Harrell’s rho tests.16 Both
the Grambsch-Therneau global test and the covariate specific Harrell’s rho test reject the
proportional hazards assumption.17 The values of the log number of PTAs signed and Polity
scores appear to both shift the hazard function and affect its shape. We control for this
effect by including the interaction of these terms with survival time (defined as the number
15

Coefficients reported below reflect the values of β; they have not been converted to hazard ratios.
The Grambsch-Therneau and Harrell’s rho tests rely respectively on the absolute cumulative sum of the
Schoenfeld residuals and the correlations between covariate and residual values to test the hypothesis that
the proportional hazards assumption doesn’t hold against the null that it does.
17
Results reported in the Appendix.
16
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of years in office) (Box-Steffensmeier and Jones, 2004). Results from these specifications are
reported as Models 1 and 3 in Table 2.
In the coefficient estimates reported in Table 2, the sign on the log number of PTAs
signed under a given regime is negative in all specifications. In words, as the number of
PTAs signed increases, the hazard rates faced by a given leader declines - i.e. her probability
of survival increases. These results indicate that the number of PTAs is associated with
longer survival times in both specifications (reduced failure rates) - as is consistent with
Proposition 5. The estimates in Models 1 and 3 reveal that this effect is not constant over
time in office - the effect of PTA signings are less for leaders that have long served in office
than for those that are relatively new to their post.18 The association between PTA signings
and leadership survival goes to zero for leaders that have been in office for between 10 and
15 years. This diminishing effect is intuitively consistent with our informational story - as
leaders serve longer in office, private sector agents can better predict policy changes based on
past behavior. Thus, the effects of PTA signings on the misallocation of resources diminish
over time.
The coefficient estimate on the Polity measure of democracy is positive in both specifications. Increasing levels of democracy - as measured by the Polity index - are associated with
reduced leadership survival times. This finding is also consistent with Proposition 5. The
association between Polity scores and risk of removal is shown to be increasing over time in
Models 1 and 3.
Lemma 4 predicts that the coefficient on the interaction between Polity scores and the log
number of PTA signings will be negative. In words, we predict that the relationship between
PTA signings and regime longevity is stronger in democracies than in non-democracies. All
18

It may be objected that a spurious correlation may exist between PTA signings and leadership survival.
Leaders who survive longer in office may have greater opportunities to sign PTAs. Note, however, that this
effect is at least partially controlled for by the Cox models, which adjusts for time dependency in the data.
Moreover, if such a relationship exists, we would expect it to hold for both autocratic and democratic leaders.
As the results below show, PTA signings improve the survival of democrats, but the effect on autocrats is
quite weak.
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Table 2: Cox-Frailty Proportional Hazards Estimates
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

-0.687**
(0.281)

-0.279*
(0.157)

-0.652***
(0.153)

-0.386***
(0.107)

Polity2

0.0721*
(0.0382)

0.152***
(0.0320)

0.0706*
(0.0364)

0.142***
(0.0293)

Log(PTAnumber)*Polity2

0.000395
(0.0336)

-0.0173
(0.0195)

-0.0000102
(0.0000129)

-0.0000145
(0.0000128)

-0.0000100
(0.0000129)

-0.0000149
(0.0000129)

Openness

-0.00245
(0.00249)

-0.00231
(0.00247)

-0.00243
(0.00249)

-0.00219
(0.00249)

Growth

-0.00745
(0.0159)

-0.00624
(0.0159)

-0.00754
(0.0159)

-0.00659
(0.0159)

Main Regressors
Log(PTAnumber)

GDP per capita

Time Varying Regressors
Log(PTAnumber)

0.0501**
(0.0222)

0.0472**
(0.0191)

Polity2

0.0105*
(0.00559)

0.0116**
(0.00472)

Log(PTAnumber)*Polity2

0.000892
(0.00323)
308
197
2
χ = 14.50
0.00

Num. of Subjects
Num. of Failures
Frailty Parameter
p-value

308
197
2
χ = 14.55
0.00

308
197
2
χ = 14.79
0.00

308
197
2
χ = 14.37
0.00

Results from a Cox proportional hazards regression of leadership survival times on the log number
of PTA signings, Polity scores, and controls drawn from the Penn World Tables 6.2. Standard
errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ implies significance at the 99 percent level, ∗∗ implies
significance at the 95 percent level, and ∗ implies significance at the 90 percent level. Time
varying regressors are interacted with time in office.
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non-linear models allow for some interactive effect between the parameters, since the likelihood function is not additively separable in the parameters. We allow for greater flexibility
in the estimation of the conditional relationship between PTA signing and leadership survival
by including an interaction term between the number of PTAs signed and the polity score
in our model specification (Berry, DeMeritt and Esarey, 2010; Nagler, 1991).
The point estimate on the interaction between PTA signings and the polity score is
negative in Model 2, but it is positive in Model 1. In neither is it significant. However,
considerable caution must be used in interpreting interaction effects in non-linear models
(Ai and Norton, 2003; Berry, DeMeritt and Esarey, 2010; Greene, 2010). A significant
coefficient estimate on an interaction term is “neither a necessary nor sufficient” condition
for establishing the existence of an interactive relationship (Berry, DeMeritt and Esarey,
2010, p.25). The preferred method to interpret interactive effects in such models is through
the graphical presentation of the relationship between changes in the variables of interest
and the outcome measure.
The marginal association between PTA signings and regime survival is illustrated graphically in Figure 1. This figure plots the estimated hazard rates generated by Model 2 in Table
2. The graph to the left depicts the estimated hazard rate when polity2 scores are at their
minimum value, -10. Those to the right display the estimated hazard rates when polity2 is
set to its maximum value, +10. Plots in both graphs display the estimated hazard rate when
the number of PTAs signed is zero, one, and its maximum value in the sample (48). The
figures demonstrate clearly that there is a difference between democracies and autocracies
in the effect of signing treaties on survival in office - that democracies benefit from signing
treaties more than autocrats; and that for the democracies, more treaties increase survival
in office.
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Figure 1:

Hazard rate estimates from Model 2 in Table 2. Hazard rates are on the y-axis,
years in office is on the x-axis. Estimates in the graph to the left reflect a polity2
score of -10; those on the right reflect a polity2 score of 10. The number of PTAs
signed by a given leader is equal to 0 for the solid line in both graphs, 1 for the
dashed, and 48 for the dotted. All other variables are set to their mean values.
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5.3

Problems of Endogenous Selection into Treaties

In our discussions of our empirical results so far, we have referred to the Cox frailty model
above as a first estimate of the effect of PTA signings on leader survival. It could be argued
that our estimates fail to adjust for the endogenous selection of regimes into treaties. Since
these estimates fail to adjust for this endogenous selection, they potentially produce a biased
estimate of the effect of PTA signings. Moreover, even assuming the results are unbiased,
they are heavily dependent on modeling assumptions. (Green, 2001; Morgan and Winship,
2007; Simmons and Hopkins, 2005; von Stein, 2005).
Assume that a government’s decision of the number of PTAs to sign can be characterized
by the function P T Anumberl,c = N egBin−1 (Zl,c γ + ζl,c ), where N egBin−1 is the inverse of
a negative binomial function. This then implies that regimes that sign a large number of
PTAs will be systematically different from regimes that sign few or no PTAs. Even if the
regressions above control for all covariates associated with PTA signing (i.e. Zl,c ⊆ Xl,c ),
the estimates of the causal effect of PTA signings will only be unbiased if ζl,c is uncorrelated
with the error term in the Cox models (i.e. corr(l,c , ζl,c ) = 0) (Green, 2001).
Moreover, the fact that those regimes that sign a large number of PTAs differ systematically on observed covariates (Zl,c ) from those that sign few or no PTAs implies that causal
estimates are heavily dependent on modeling assumptions. Endogenous selection into treaty
signings introduces problems of both covariate balance and covariate overlap. Assume that
those regimes that sign large numbers of PTAs are overwhelmingly highly democratic; while
those that sign few PTAs are overwhelmingly autocratic. Since we observe few instances of
autocratic regimes signing large numbers of PTAs, we must extrapolate from the existing
data to adequately construct “control” and “treatment” groups. In a regression context, we
accomplish this by relying on our modeling of the data generating process - particularly the
assumption that observed covariates shift the hazard rate according to eXl,c β+l,c (Gelman
and Hill, 2006; Morgan and Winship, 2007). As such, our estimates are likely to be heavily
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dependent on modeling assumptions.
We can adjust for the potential dangers of selection on observable terms and the resultant
model dependence.

19

Below, we employ propensity score matching to help ensure covariate

balance in our sample. If the sample is balanced on observables, our estimates depend less
strongly on modeling assumptions and we thus have greater confidence that we are not
extrapolating beyond what the data can tell us.

5.4

Matching Estimates

Problems of covariate balance can be mitigated through the use of propensity score matching algorithms (Ho et al., 2007; Morgan and Winship, 2007). These algorithms pair (match)
units that enter into “treatment” (i.e. sign a PTA) with similar units that do not. This is
accomplished by estimating the probability with which a given unit enters into treatment.
Treated units are matched with untreated units that are estimated to have a similar probability of receiving treatment. Units that cannot be so matched are removed (“pruned”) from
the dataset. As a result, the analyst is left with a dataset of observationally similar treated
and non-treated units, reducing the model dependence of any subsequent regression analysis
(Ho et al., 2007).
The application of propensity score matching to our dataset is complicated by its panel
structure. In essence, the units to be matched are panels not observations - i.e. leaders
and not leader-years (Nielsen and Sheffield, 2009). To conduct this matching we rely on a
procedure first applied by Simmons and Hopkins (2005). For a leader that signs a PTA in
year t, we average observed covariates in all years prior to t. For all leaders who do not sign
a PTA, we average observed covariates for all periods under observation. We are thus left
19

To control for potential selection on unobservables, it would be necessary to employ an instrumental
variables based estimate of the probability that a given government enters into a PTA. We do not know of a
term that adequately satisfies the exclusion restriction - i.e. a covariate that strongly affects the probability
of entering into a PTA but that, conditional on the other regressors, does not effect regime survival. If the
exclusion restriction is satisfied, IV estimates correct for the bias of uninstrumented regressions; though they
do so at the cost of reduced efficiency. If the exclusion restriction is not satisfied, however, the IV estimates
are both biased and inefficient. Absent a plausible instrument, therefore, IV estimates should be avoided.
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with a dataset where the unit of observation is the leader. We then match leaders who sign
a PTA to those that never sign a PTA, pruning all leaders from the dataset for whom no
match can be found. The data is then decompressed, so that the unit of observation is once
again the leader-year, and the Cox analysis run above is run on the pruned dataset.
We generate our matched dataset using the MatchIt (Ho et al., 2004) package run from
R 2.7.1. We employ a nearest-neighbor matching algorithm with a caliper of 0.5 standard
deviations. Matching is conducted without replacement, so each pair consists of a leader who
signs a PTA and one who did not do so. In the resultant dataset, 125 PTA signatories are
paired with 125 non-signatories. 36 non-signatories and 22 signatories are pruned from the
dataset. Graphical diagnostics of the matching procedure, and results from the propensity
score equation, are reported in the Appendix.
Results from Cox frailty models run on the matched dataset are reported in Table 2.
Models 1-4 are identical to the corresponding Models 1-4 in Table 2. In all models, the
coefficient on the respective PTA signing variables is negative - significantly so in all but
Model 2. These results are consistent with the estimates in the unmatched Cox model
above and with the theory advanced in the previous section. As was also true above, these
associations diminish over time in office.
Coefficients on the polity2 score are positive in all specifications and significant wherever
time varying covariates are not included. Increasing polity scores are robustly associated
with higher hazard rates - implying a greater risk of removal from office. Again, this is
consistent with Proposition 5 above. In models with time-varying covariates, we find that
the effect of polity scores on the hazard rate increase over time.
When an interaction between the PTA signing term and the polity score is included
in the model, the coefficient on this interaction is always negative. The point estimate on
this coefficient suggests that the effect of PTA signings on leadership survival is greater in
democracies than in non-democracies. Graphical evidence for the conditional nature of the
relationship between PTA signings and leadership survival is presented in Figure 2.
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Table 3: Matched Estimates, Cox-Frailty Model
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

-0.702**
(0.317)

-0.188
(0.166)

-0.742***
(0.186)

-0.345***
(0.110)

Polity2

0.0635
(0.0427)

0.156***
(0.0361)

0.0628
(0.0396)

0.139***
(0.0324)

Log(PTAnumber)*Polity2

-0.00442
(0.0395)

-0.0249
(0.0207)

-0.0000176
(0.0000133)

-0.0000199
(0.0000132)

-0.0000178
(0.0000133)

-0.0000202
(0.0000133)

Openness

-0.00253
(0.00283)

-0.00246
(0.00279)

-0.00252
(0.00283)

-0.00236
(0.00278)

Growth

-0.00991
(0.0193)

-0.00959
(0.0195)

-0.00991
(0.0193)

-0.00976
(0.0195)

Main Regressors
Log(PTAnumber)

GDP per capita

Time Varying Regressors
Log(PTAnumber)

0.0724**
(0.0325)

0.0737***
(0.0282)

Polity2

0.0134*
(0.00721)

0.0128**
(0.00559)

Log(PTAnumber)*Polity2

-0.000141
(0.00476)
250
158
2
χ = 5.41
0.010

Num. of Subjects
Num. of Failures
Frailty Parameter
p-value

250
158
2
χ = 5.06
0.012

250
158
2
χ = 5.39
0.010

250
158
2
χ = 4.87
0.014

Results from a Cox proportional hazards regression of leadership survival times on the log number
of PTA signings, Polity scores, and controls drawn from the Penn World Tables 6.2. Standard
errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ implies significance at the 99 percent level, ∗∗ implies
significance at the 95 percent level, and ∗ implies significance at the 90 percent level.
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Figure 2:

Hazard rate estimates from Model 2 in Table 3. Hazard rates are on the y-axis,
years in office is on the x-axis. Estimates in the graph to the left reflect a polity2
score of -10; those on the right reflect a polity2 score of 10. The number of PTAs
signed by a given leader is equal to 0 for the solid line in both graphs, 1 for the
dashed, and 48 for the dotted. All other variables are set to their mean values.

Given the difficulty in interpreting the coefficient values of the Cox model, we present
displays of the predicted hazard rate from Model 2 in Figure 2. The difference in survival
rates between democracies and non-democracies is readily visible across the two graphs.
The two graphs also make clear that signing a PTA has little effect on the survival of a
highly autocratic regime. In highly democratic regimes, however, the effect of PTA signings
is clearly visible and quite dramatic. Those democratic leaders that enter into PTAs face
substantially lower risks to removal from office.
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6

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that leaders sign PTAs in order to enhance their prospects of remaining in office, and this is especially true in democracies. In the theory section above
we have argued that this enhanced probability of survival follows directly from the reduced
uncertainty voters face over trade policy associated with PTA signing.
This finding is consistent with theoretical predictions that stress the informational role of
PTAs. PTAs serve to ground citizens’ expectations over government policy. They establish
transparent bounds on the range of possible policies the government can implement. As
a result of this effect on citizen expectations, PTAs enhance efficiency even if they don’t
significantly liberalize trading regimes. The resultant gains to citizen welfare have political
implications for the incumbent government - particularly if that government happens to be
a democracy.
These findings are consistent with an established literature that stresses the impact of
PTAs on the transparency of the trade regime (Francois and Martin, 2004) and on reducing trader and investor risk (Abbott, 2000). It also builds upon claims that PTAs are a
response to a government commitment (time-consistency) problem (Dixit and Londregan,
1995; Mansfield, Milner and Rosendorff, 2002). However, unlike the former accounts, our
model examines the political repercussions of a reduction in policy uncertainty. And unlike
the latter models, ours focuses on the informational effects of treaties, rather than on their
income distributional impact.
Mansfield and Milner (2009) in unpublished work have also explored the links between
PTA membership and leadership survival. We view these efforts as complementary, but distinct. Mansfield and Milner claim that democratic leaders sign PTAs to avoid the “negative
externalities” associated with protectionism. They suggest that governments can engage in
unobservable protectionist deals with special interests that negatively effect other members
of the domestic polity. PTAs constitute a commitment mechanism - governments that sign
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PTAs are assumed to be unable to enter into such side deals, or if they do so the suffer
electoral consequences. By contrast, we argue that PTAs reduce the volatility of trade policy. We offer a formal theoretical foundation for our claims regarding the effect of the policy
uncertainty on leadership survival, while Mansfield and Milner rely largely on the theoretical
foundations of Mansfield, Milner and Rosendorff (2002) and Mansfield, Milner and Pevehouse
(2007), neither of which explicitly model leadership survival.

20

These are the first results that establish that PTA signing enhances leadership survival,
and more so in democracies. While previous studies have established that democracies
are more likely to sign PTAs (Mansfield, Milner and Rosendorff, 2002), none have studied
leadership survival directly. Moreover this previous work has been motivated by theory that
prioritizes the credible commitment the PTA offers over the levels of the trade barriers; this
paper focusses instead on the credible commitment the PTA offers to effectively limit the
variability of trade policy.
While we present compelling evidence in support of the central hypotheses, as always
these results should be interpreted with appropriate caution. This is not a general theory of
leadership survival (see Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003)); a number of factors that may be
relevant have been omitted. For instance, we do not have data on term limits, and we cannot
control for the competence of leaders (although growth and openness, control variables we
do use, might proxy for competence), among others. Nevertheless, the results offer strong
support for the claim that PTAs, by reducing policy uncertainty, increase survival in office,
especially in democracies.
Similarly this is not a general theory of PTA accession. We have focussed on the role
20

Our approach also differs too in its empirical strategy. First, their regressor of interest is simply an
indicator for PTA signings, while we consider the effect of the number of PTAs signed. Second, we directly
test the conditional effect of PTA signings in democracies and non-democracies by including an interaction
term in all our models; Mansfield and Milner restrict attention to democracies alone: they perform their
estimates using country-years with polity scores (on a 0-20 scale) greater than 17. Third, we address
the problem of endogeneity, and particularly the possibility of endogenous selection into PTAs, and adopt
measures to deal with this problem: we preprocess our data to generate a matched and balanced dataset,
significantly reducing problems of covariate balance associated with selection on observables.
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PTAs play in coordinating expectations. Other mechanisms may be operative: as we have
argued, PTAs limit the levels of trade barriers, perhaps enhancing leadership survival in
democracies; or a PTA may simply be a signal of the leader’s competence, and voters may
simply be rewarding competence. Ideally, we would develop empirical tests to distinguish
these possible mechanisms. Obtaining data on leader competence, extractive behavior or
policy uncertainty across time and countries is of course tricky - these are fundamentally
unobservable, and existing data is not reliable.
These findings may extend to other international institutions. Many international agreements - including ‘voluntary commitments’ that lack formal punishment mechanisms for noncompliance - provide information to domestic audiences regarding the future policy decisions
of the government. Three essential elements are necessary for the theoretical mechanisms
outlined in this paper to apply: (1) the uncertainty of domestic actors (stemming from a
lack of transparency or frequent variation in policies) over their government’s policy, (2) a
(probabilistic) incentive for the government to change policies in the future such that it cannot commit to stable policies in the present, and (3) the - implicit or explicit - enforcement
of any international agreement by other state-parties. When these features are present, the
government may use international agreements to anchor domestic expectations, diminishing
policy uncertainty and boosting citizen welfare.
The incentives to enter into such an agreement will be determined, in part, by domestic
political institutions. Higher levels of democracy lead, ceteris paribus, to greater incentives
to boost citizen welfare. As such, democracies have a stronger rationale for entering into
international agreements with the aim of reducing policy uncertainty.
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Appendix: Matching
Table 4: Matching Estimates

Polity2

Matching Model
-.047
(.026)∗

.00008

GDP per capita

(.00002)∗∗∗

Openness

.004
(.003)

-.015

Growth

(.029)

Constant

-.837
(.307)∗∗∗

N

308

Results from a logit regression of PTA signing on
Polity scores, and controls drawn from the Penn World
Tables 6.2. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ implies significance at the 99 percent level,
∗∗
implies significance at the 95 percent level, and ∗
implies significance at the 90 percent level.
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Figure 3: Propensity Score Distributions: Pre- and Post-Matching
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Plots of the distribution of propensity scores amongst leaders that signed (‘Treated Units’) and
did not sign (‘Control Units’) PTAs. The more similar the distribution of propensity scores after
matching, the more successful the matching procedure. The greater the initial divergence, the greater
the dangers posed by selection on observables.
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Figure 4: Quantile-Quantile Plots

Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plots of the distribution of the regressors amongst leaders that signed
(‘Treated Units’)and did not sign (‘Control’ Units) PTAs. Each treated observation is paired with a
control observation taken from the same quantile in each distribution. The value the treated observation takes on is plotted on the y-axis; while that the control observation takes on is plotted on the
x-axis. The closer the resultant plot lies to the 45 degree line, the greater on confidence that both
samples are drawn from the same distribution and the less one need be concerned with problems
of covariate balance. The polity2 variable is the Polity (-10 to 10) score drawn from the Polity IV
dataset. The rgdpch variable is GDP per capita in PPP terms drawn from the Penn World Tables.
openk denotes Exports+Imports
, also from the Penn World Tables. And grgdpch is the percentage
GDP
growth rate in GDP, in constant chain-series dollars, from the Penn World Tables.
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Appendix: Tests of the Proportional Hazards Assumption
Table 5: Proportional Hazards Test: Pre-Matching
Variable
ρ
χ2
df
Harrell’s rho
Log(PTAnumber)
0.14687 3.98 1
0.15153 8.53 1
Polity2
Log(PTAnumber)*Polity2 -0.11206 2.55 1
-0.01598 0.10 1
GDP per capita
Openness
0.10271 4.29 1
Growth
-0.02661 0.19 1
Grambsch-Therneau
global test
16.73 6

p-value
0.0460
0.0035
0.1104
0.7536
0.0382
0.6628
0.0103

Table 6: Proportional Hazards Test: Post-Matching
Variable
ρ
χ2
df
Harrell’s rho
Log(PTAnumber)
0.17894 4.75 1
Polity2
0.15116 6.18 1
Log(PTAnumber)*Polity2 -0.10609 1.76 1
GDP per capita
-0.02728 0.18 1
0.06861 1.02 1
Openness
Growth
-0.14361 4.68 1
Grambsch-Therneau
global test
15.99 6
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p-value
0.0292
0.0129
0.1846
0.6707
0.3126
0.0306
0.0138

